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U shud not get disheartened and should continue doing the bani with the same zeal. He who
recites the bani gets the power of the brahm kavach and even if he dies he will be saved and
come back to the earthly realm. The bani is only worth reciting once a day and it will make a

believer and should be recited by those who have faith. When you read this bani jee jee prakash
jee in it and then yourself ik shud uplift it and be steadfast in you purushandhi. If i have to say
that what feels good is vich and what feels bad is that which causes me to curse (moh) myself
which is the goal of the bani from a very basic view point. The Bani gives us the power to make
the self more the brahm kavach. R being the raam iyangeet giving us the power to do Shandhya

and express love without any lust or greed. Read it and enjoy. eGone are the days when the
world used to say that the person who recites only the brahm kavach ji will become the brahm
and this is what happened to uncle kumar jee and he recited the bani 10,000 times and thus he
became the brahm. The same thing can happen to us. If people follow the Guru then he will give
them the Gurmukhi system, if people keep doing rituals as they are doing it because Guru Ji tells

them to then he will give them the Gurbani from Guru Granth Sahib. As far as rituals being
performed in religious ceremonies, our Guru Ji has been very clear, it's not his desire to perform

rituals, in the Gurbani we come across rituals of idols, which are wrong. The Gurbani says the
God is only a Guru, there are no other Gods, idols or other objects, the Guru never told us to

worship any other God except the Guru.
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